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Galaxy s8 battery drain android system

The Samsung Galaxy S8 is a stunning smartphone with a solid range of features, but battery life is distinctly average. It is also unfortunately inevitable that smartphone batteries deteriorate over time and try to keep as much charge as they did when new. If you find that your phone isn't
doing it before bedtime before starting juice, then you might want to consider swallowing one of the best cases of the Samsung Galaxy S8 battery. Because the S8 has such a sexy design, you might not be happy with the prospect of adding bulk and covering these curves, so you can
choose from the best portable chargers instead. We also have a round of best Galaxy S8 cases to protect. Packing a 4,500mAh battery pack, this case will double the battery life of your Samsung Galaxy S8. It's one of the best value options out there and it offers a decent range of features.
Each battery housing will add some mass, but this one is relatively thin for capacity. It's also protective with a TPU bumper and a stiff back plate, a light lip to protect the screen and a trim that enhances grip. At the bottom is the chin where it connects to the phone, but the USB-C port can
charge and sync data at the same time if you connect to a laptop or computer. It redirects audio from speaker to front. There's also a headphone port extender, decent button covers and four LED arrays at the back to show the remaining power. The downside is that NFC for mobile
payments and wireless charging won't work with this case. Maxboost offers a lifetime warranty on this case. You can get the same exact case from Trianium, but it's a little more valuable at the time of writing. Amazon Is the largest and bulky battery case on the list, but with a capacity of
8,500mAh, that shouldn't surprise. You can expect almost two full charges from this case, but if it's too big for you, ZeroLemon also offers a slightly slimmer battery case for the S8 with a 5,500mAh battery. There's no escaping the fact that this case ruins the good looks of your S8, making it
much thicker and longer, but building a TPU will also guard against drops and bumps. If you plug in a USB-C cable, you can sync your data to and from your phone and it'll charge your phone first and then charge it. Because of the large capacity here, it will take a while to charge
completely, so you want to charge it right away. The lower speaker of your S8 is redirected to the front. You will not be able to use NFC or wireless charging with this case. ZeroLemon offers a 180-day warranty with this case. Amazon ZeroLemon If you bounce back in horror with the
cumbersomeness of these battery casings, then you might want to consider this Mophie case. It still adds weight and size, but it's a little slimmer than most and it offers a 2,950mAh battery that will give you about 50 per cent, perhaps a little more, extra battery life for your Galaxy S8. The
design is solid, with a lip to protect the screen and internal bumper bumpers prevent damage to droplets. There is a standard four LED array at the back to show the remaining power, the speaker is redirected to the front and you can sync the data via a USB-C cable that will also charge the
phone first. You won't be able to use NFC with this case, but it supports Qi wireless charging. It also has magnets inside to easily align and stick on Mophie's Charge Force doc range. The big stumbling block here is the high price. Mophie offers a two-year warranty with the case. Mophie
Proving that you don't need to spend a lot of money to increase battery life, we have a Elebase battery case offering an extra 5,000mAh for $30. It's chunky, but it offers fall protection and sports a raised denny to protect the screen. You can sync data and charge your phone via USB-C
without removing the case. This will provide more than full charging for your S8, but there are a few trade-offs here – the speaker opening is at the bottom edge and there's a single LED that displays different colors to show the remaining power. The body itself is also slowly charging, so it
needs to be left plugged in for a few hours. Several reviews report overhing with this battery case, but the manufacturer offers a 12-month warranty and will replace it if you have problems. Recommendations from Amazon editors Rooting your Android phone or tablet allows you to support a
more minimalist version of Android, without the viruses that manufacturers often comb. It's got to get harder over the years, but you don't necessarily have to shorten your phone to get all the benefits. Here are some ways to give your Samsung Galaxy S8 a stock Android look and feel
unnecessarily eradicating it. Do not own a Samsung Galaxy S8? We also have directions for getting Google Pixel features on any Android phone. Let's start with the biggest difference maker for daily use, launcher. Our pick for the most essential launcher is the Pixel Launcher, which comes
with Google Pixel phones. It's available in the Play Store. You will be informed that this launcher will not work with your phone (which is a lie). However, you will still need to install it. To do this, go to Settings, then select Security and turn on Unknown Sources. Then grab the last APK file,
then run the download and save it to your device. When it loads, go to the My Files app on your phone, tap FILE, and then tap Install. After installation, click the Home button, and then select the pixel launcher. This will set pixel launcher as the new default launcher. Next, it's a messaging
app that's on the Google Play Store. Find your Android messages in the Play Store, and then install them. Open it and follow the instructions to it as the default messaging program. Next, we'll add a new stock keyboard. Go to the Play Store and find Gboard. Install Gboard, open the app,
and then follow the instructions again to set this as the default input method. Now let's switch the browser. If Google Chrome is not already installed on the Find Chrome in the Play Store and install it. Now go to settings, then apps, then tap the three dots in the upper-right corner and select
Default Apps. Then tap Browser apps options and select Chrome. Now that you open the link, it will automatically open Chrome. Now let's change the dial and contacts. Go to the Play Store and find ExDialer and install it. Once this is set, reach the settings, then the applications, and then
select the ellipsis in the upper-right corner again. Now select Default apps, then tap the call app and select ExDialer. Now let's use our Android Stock Calendar app, not the Samsung Calendar app. Like Chrome, it may already be on your device, but if it doesn't go to the Play Store and
search google calendar and install it. Open Google Calendar and set it up if you haven't already. Next, go to Settings, tap Apps, and select Samsung Calendar (this is the Calendar app with a green icon, not a blue icon). After that, select Clear by default, and it will remove the Samsung
Calendar as an app that handles events on your device. The next time you're prompted to choose a calendar to mark an event, select Google Calendar to set it as your new default calendar. Now select Advanced options in settings and turn off notifications for Samsung's calendar to prevent
double notifications about upcoming events. For the final touch, let's add stock Android wallpapers. Select the wallpaper you prefer, then tap and hold it as soon as the wallpaper is enlarged. Then select Upload image with the 3 dot button in the upper-right corner of the screen, and this will
be saved in your gallery. Now tap and hold the home screen background, tap Wallpapers, and then tap My photos. Select the wallpaper you downloaded and select Set wallpaper. David Kogen, a regular contributor here at Digital Trends, is launching the popular technology blog
TheUnlockr.com which focuses on tech news, clues and tricks, as well as the latest technology. You can also find it on Twitter discussing the latest technology trends. Editors' recommendations If your Android phone's battery always feels a little low, you can find out exactly where that
power is going. The Android battery screen shows what's been used on battery since the last charge, from apps to system services and hardware devices. How to access the battery screen Open the Settings app from the app drawer, expand Device, and then tap Battery. You can also
unprotect the Quick Settings panel in the shadow of notifications and press the battery icon (or Battery Saver on Oreo devices) for a long time to go straight this screen. Only battery usage has been displayed on the battery screen since the last full charge. If you've recently charged your
phone or tablet, it won't be very useful. Ideally, you'd like to check this screen when your device is low enough on battery power to get an idea of which apps, hardware components and system services have actually used battery power since the last charge. In earlier versions of Android and
before), you'll get a chart with battery discharge information, and just below that look at what the battery eats. On Oreo and above, several battery settings appear above the list, so you'll need to scroll down to see it. On Samsung devices, you need to tap the Battery Usage button in the
battery menu to look at this list. Assuming your device works long enough, you'll get a good look at what exactly drained the battery charge is and when it happened. To see more information, tap an app or service. Get more advanced battery statistics with third-party APPS RELATED: How
to get more meaningful battery statistics on your Android phone Actually collects a lot more information about battery usage than it displays on the battery settings screen. Previously, for an app such as Better Battery Stats, you could request BATTERY_STATS and access that information.
You can then view more detailed battery statistics. For example, you can view information about wakeleys or view battery usage for periods of time that don't appear on your battery screen. Unfortunately, Google has removed this permission from Android and apps can no longer view it. If
you've rooted your Android device, you can still install an app like Better Battery Stats to view more details about battery usage. But without rooting you're stuck with the information provided by the built-in Android battery screen because these apps just can't see that data. However, there
are still a few ways to get more meaningful battery statistics on Android. Our best app for getting detailed battery information (no rooting) is AccuBattery, which not only gives a greater idea of which apps use the most batteries, but also provides a detailed look at your battery health. It's one
of those apps that gets better and more useful with time goes on, so the more you use it, the more you'll love it. What are all these hardware and system services? On Android Nougat and below, hardware and operating system information appears in this list alongside any apps that use
battery life. In Oreo, however, this additional information is split by default. To find it, you need to click the menu button in the upper-right corner and then select Show full device usage. This allows you to see hardware components and OS services with a battery – just keep in mind that this
is a separate list and will not include any apps that use the battery! For more information about a hardware component or service, tap it. Apps are clear – they use battery power when open and some may also use the battery when they are open in the background. Here's what all the non-
app items in the list are: Screen: This is the amount of power used by the screen and its backlight. The screen always uses a considerable amount of power. You can slightly reduce usage by lowering the screen brightness and setting Android to when you are not using it. Wi-Fi: This shows
the amount of power used by your device's Wi-Fi radio. It always uses a certain amount of power when you're connected to Wi-Fi, and even if you're not connected because it's looking for available connections. You can save some power by turning off WI-Fi when you're not using a Wi-Fi
network. Cell Standby Mode: If you're using a cellular device, this cellular radio always uses some power. If you have a weak cellular signal, it can lead to higher energy use. Android OS: This accounts for the entire battery used by the basic Android operating system, which manages your
running processes, interfaces with your hardware and does all this low-level stuff. Android System: Despite the name, it's separate from the Android operating system itself. It is a battery charge used by things like the Settings app, input devices and various other system services. You can
force it to use a little less battery power by turning on battery saver mode. RELATED: What are Google Play services and why does it drain my battery? Google Play Services: These are a variety of services, including Google Play Services, Google Account Manager, Google Services
Structure, and Google Backup. This is just another service package used by your Android device. Battery saver mode can also reduce the power used by these background processes. Idle phone or tablet: Your Android device uses some power just because it works, even if it's completely
idle in a state of low power. Users: If you have more than one user account set up on your Android phone or tablet, you'll see a separate User here. This will help you understand how much other user accounts have contributed to your battery usage. How to save battery on your Android
phone RELATED: How Android Doze improves battery life, and How to set it up You probably already know you can lower screen brightness and disable Wi-Fi and Bluetooth when you're not using them, but there's a lot more you can do outside of these simple tricks. If you see that the app
is using a lot of battery power, you can remove or replace it. Apps definitely appear on the battery screen if you're actually using them, but some apps are heavier power users than others, such as demanding 3D play uses more battery power than the average app. Some apps also run in
the background and use power even if you're not actively using them. You can't completely prevent apps from running in the background, but you can turn off background operations in your app's settings. If not, you can uninstall or disable the application, and use the alternative. For
example, instead of a hungry Facebook app, you can use a battery-friendly Facebook mobile site. If your phone is running Android Oreo, it will tell you when the app is running in the background and using the battery. If you don't like it you can disable it quite easily, but it can also be quite
convenient in order to keep track of apps that become naughty. Other Android features can also help you save energy. Battery saver mode takes your device to a more conservative state where less background work will be allowed, and you can automatically turn it on for you. Doze helps
save energy when you're not using your phone or not moving it, and you can make Doze even more powerful. On the battery screen, find out where the battery charge went, but it's up to you to do something with your information. That's a good starting point when you want to start saving
battery power, but Google has unfortunately limited access to more information about battery usage. However, the on battery screen should be more than enough information for Android users who are not hunderkinds. It's just nice to have access to information from a longer length of time,
especially if you've recently charged your device. For example, battery usage data from the last 24 hours will be useful. Similar features are available on Apple's Microsoft Windows 10, iPhones and iPads, as well as Mac OS X. You can see exactly what your battery is using and make
informed decisions to help extend battery life. Life.
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